LIE: ABORTION IS JUST BIRTH CONTROL
C

alling anything that stops a birth from happening “birth control” is really a term to calm the consciences
of people. It’s a lesser term (rather than murder) that doesn’t sound so harsh. But, to call abortion “birth
control” is like saying an assassin uses birth control (i.e. bullets). Yes, the bullets take the victim’s life (and all
the victim’s future babies) but are bullets really to be considered “birth control”? Likewise, is abortion to be
considered birth control?

W

hat most people think is “birth control” really is conception control (i.e. diaphragms, condoms, and any
other non-abortive conception control methods). Abortion, in a technical sense, is birth control but only
because it “controls” a baby from being born, by murdering the baby. Abortion is to be considered “controlled
birthing” rather than birth control.

A

bortion was never about conception control, because if it was, then women
would have pleaded (or would have taken
upon themselves) to castrate their
husbands/boyfriends. But they never
will. Women and men want all the
pleasures of sexual intercourse without
the “inconvenience” of a new baby
in their lives. But, couples can’t have
their cake and eat it too! You can’t have
the pleasures of sex and not accept the
beautiful end-result of that. The baby is a
beautiful result of sexual intercourse—God
designed it that way! Abortion (and all
abortive contraception) steps in where God
says “This is good” and says, “This is bad. I
must stop this now”.

P

ro-Choicers love to muddy the waters
with calling abortion “birth control”.
Couples think that it is just like any other
non-abortive conception control method). But
it is not.
(Later on in this book, I’ll talk more about
the details of abortion procedures). It
isn’t conception control. To label abortion as birth control is like labeling a child molester as an “Appreciator
of Children” or a Pornography Addict as “He values women.” A molester “appreciates” children to death and a
porn-addict “values” women to death. Likewise, abortion controls a birth to death.
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